In this paper, we proposed a type of acoustic microscope system using tomographic image processing technique of STAM(scanning tomographic acoustic microscope) and operation principles of the detection technique of SAM(scanning acoustic microscope system). If we use tomographic image processing techniques for ultrasonic microscope S}stems, the axial resolution can be enhanced and it can help and \vork together Ii ith the existing systems to detect cracks that are difficult to find in the reflection mode. Our experimental resulls \vill be used for various ultrasonic microscope tomographic image processing and ultrasonic measurement.
The SAM and SLAM system are typical high resolution acoustic image processing systems. Developed in the 1970s, the SAM system is used in the field of semiconductor industries because it can image the inside of solid specimen which the optical microscope is difficult to obtain. The SAM system has a very high lateral resolution, but the relatively low axial resolution was pointed out as its weak point(I), On the other hand, the STAM system can use BFP algorithm for tomographic image processing to enhance the axial resolution, but because laser is used for acquisition of data, the system becomes complex and the flexibility for various specimen would be limited (2) . As in figure 1 , when the tone-burst wave is transformed to acoustic waves and penetrates applied to the acoustic transmitter, the specimen. The acoustic waves the electrical signals which went through are the specimen gets effected by the specimens physical characteristics( i.e. density, speed, viscosity.) so the power of the waves are changed. These changes are detected by the acoustic receiver, and sent through the quadrature detector and the A/D convertor and then stored in the computer.
The tomogram is obtained by conducting the BFP tomographic reconstruction processing using the projection data(i.e. 9 projections x 128 x 128), The BFP algorithm is known most effective if the layer of the specimen is flat(l).
in order to investigate the performance of our system for solid specimen, we used in our simulation planar structure within aluminum as the specimen. The object is assumed to be attenuation-free with respect to the acoustic waves except for two horizontal thin layers four wavelengths apart. Different patterns involving a structure that is assumed to be 50 percents transparent to the acoustic wraves are contained in the two layers. Figure 2 shows the images obtained by the SAM and the proposed tomographic-SAM system
images from SAM and tomographic-SAM s}stcm Figure 2 -(a) is an image of the transmission mode-SAM and figure 2-(b) is the top layer and bottom layer of simulated images using the proposed system, respectively. As shown in figure 2 , the previous SAM can not separate two layers, but the proposed system can separate top and bottom layers. Figure 2 -(c) is an image obtained by transverse wave mode with the same condition, and the resolution improvement is noticeable compared to the longitudinal waves mode tomogram in figure~-@).
Therefore, the proposed system can improve the axial resolution of the previous SAM and SLAM systems, the hardware is simpler compared to the STAM, and does not have laser alignment problems on the receiving side. Moreover, the systems ultrasonic wave incident angle can be controled so that it can operate in transverse waves mode which has higher resolution than longitudinal waves mode.
